Diagramming Qualitative Theories W e have paid relatively little attention to the form of diagrams depicting qualitative models. These figures are important, for such models illustrate the structure of a proposed theory, yet they can be difficult to interpret and unnecessarily complex, and sometimes seem to have the appearance of a maze minus rules.
Figures accompanying articles have now become so common that we can see several conventions emerging. Here, I will try to summarize the forms of qualitative models and present some criteria for the construction and evaluation of such models. Finally, I will remind authors of the submission requirements for QHR.
CRITERIA FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF QUALITATIVE MODELS
The decision to add a diagram to illustrate the structure of one's theory should depend on the complexity of the theory itself. If the theory is straightforward, then a diagram is probably not needed. Often, in interests of publication space, I delete diagrams that have been submitted unless they add clarity. But if the theory is complex, then the purpose of the diagram should be to clarify the theoretical structure.
I have observed the following styles of such diagrams: flow charts, modified Venn diagrams, and maps. Flow charts are most often used in grounded theory, showing the alternative routes that different groups of participants follow in moving through a particular process. Although flowcharts have established symbols, and there are software programs available for assisting with construction (search Google for a selection), many authors appear unaware of such tools. Occasionally, such charts appear without criteria for the selection of a particular path through the chart, or they appear extraordinarily complex. Simplicity is the key to communicating understanding.
Modified Venn diagrams are also used extensively, primarily to indicate shared characteristics of a category or concept. These sets of interlocking circles are often predictable and boring, adding little excitement to the article.
Last is the "map" format, which is the real reason for this comment. 4. Labels should be congruent with the text, so that the reader can move through the model logically while reading the article.
5.
Keep the maps as simple as possible. Do not let graphic artists embellish these models into an art form in itself-a model is simply a model. This is not usually the place for shading or for expansive squiggles, metaphors, or clip art.
QHR CRITERIA FOR THE SUBMISSION OF FIGURES
For publication in QHR, the figure must be camera ready, which means that figures will be printed exactly as they are submitted. Do not submit overheads (the scale is wrong), color effects (we print in black and white), or figures using odd fonts (we use Times or Helvetica). Sometimes, an author submits illustrations-for instance, children's drawings-that are essential to the article as data. Often, these illustrations have been drawn in pencil and reproduce very poorly. If you conduct this type of research and intend to publish the drawings, keep this in mind when you are requesting the drawings, and ask participants to draw with a fine-point black pen.
Photographs have not been as problematic as figures, and we do not publish enough in the journal. If you are submitting photographs, make certain that you have the participants' consent, for publication removes participant anonymity. QHR will not ask to you to submit these consents-that would violate participants' rights-but we will ask you to give us a signed statement stating that you do, indeed, have participants' consent to publish and that you have the rights to the photograph. The onus is on the author.
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